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‘This pqer contributes to the problem of characterizing images of 
inds of topological spaces under open continuous magpings or 

open continuous mappings which satisfy a completeness condition. 
spaces under consideration belong to one of the follovrinlg classes of 
M-spaces ia the sense of Morita [ 111 : (1) Regular TO M-space 

-spaces. (3) Eegular T, complete M-spaces (cf. 
aracompact Tech complete spaces. ’ This article presents 

conditions characterizing those reg&.w To-spaces which are images 
spaces in the above classes under open mappings (in cases (3) and ( 
and open unifwmly A-complete mappings (irr cases (I) and (2)) althou 
only tile proof that such mappings exist is given. The proof that the 

ons are invariant under the appropriate mappings will be sub- 

The regular Z$-spaces satisfymg the conditions ment:ioned have 
number of nice properties some of lvhich 15’0110~ directly from th 

roved here.. These include invaGance under certain o 
s 4.3 and 4.4), invariance under perfect ma 

roductivitv. Characterizations of su . 

T’his work was s orted by the United States Ate mic Energy Conmissicm. 
Ismh a space is 
liri a p~acsmpa 



s,~tisfying the same con itions VviUl appear in another article. The cDndi-+ 
are hereditary with respect to c 

2 [ 171. Every TI -space having a ase of countable order 
is an open continuous uniformly monotonicaIly complete imtige of a 
metsizable space of the same weight. 

1.3 [ ! 5 f m Every regular TO-space having a ;nonstonlcally 
complete base w1 -= f=o-untabie order is- 9)r f- 3 icA9 ,pen continuous image of a com- 
plete metric space of the same weight. 

In a non-first-countab e setting analogues of ThecQ-Pm 1. J are: 

[ 161. Every T2-space of point-countable type [ 11 is an 
open continuotis kmage of a T2 aracompact p-space (s T2 paracompact 
M-s,qace). 

[ 131. Every regu aI* TO-space which is a q-space in the: 
hael [ 101 is an open cclntinuous image of an M-space.* 

An analogue of Ttieorem 1.3 is 

[ 191 _ A regular TO-space which satkfies Z+, (cf. 
tie,? 1s an open con nuous image sf a paracompact ilech c 
space 0.t the same weigh 

other analoguc of 1.3 i 

etric space”’ is re- 



closelv related as may be seen from section 6. They are founded on the 
rather simple Lemma 5.3 which concerns a basic construction allowing 
realization of the open mappings in question as projectiotas. Lemma 5.3 
provides a co-mmon b for Theorems 1.1- 1 A as well as Theorems 4.1 
and 4.2. Individual di ences in proofs arise in &owing that the h 
thesis of the emma is satisfied and in demonstraGng completeness o 
either spaces or mappings. 

The completeness of spaces and mappings zxntioned in the title re- 
fers to the completeness aspect of the defirridkns of h,, A,? and uni- 
formly X-complete mappings given below and to the involvement of 
completeness in the atements and proofs ol? the main theorems. 

The techniques a concepts involved hcrt: are lfounded on base of 
countable order theory which Dr. J.M. Worrx:ll Jr. and the author have 
elaborated in several publications [ IS, 17, XI. 221 and which they have 
long regarded as being fundamental for a the~xy (appropriate to the pre- 
sent stage of general topology) of non-first-countable structure [ 18, 231. 

Notation, terminology and preliminaries. The: notatron and rterminol- 

ogy used here conforms rather closely with that used by Kelley [ 91. 
Certain conventions used below arc noted he:r~!. X’he letter N denotes the 
set of pxitive integers and i, j, k and ~2 are always used to denote mem- 
bers of IV. The notation denotes a seqlrence 
with domain N, and will 
a single letter such as Q 
decreasiylg sequence re 
all n E IV. Quite often in 
noten {cu,:n~N).A 
continuous mappin 
ably compact (cam 



111. A to~ol~~~~~al space is an Mspace if 
of it to a riz 

i tion Suppose X is a space and A C X. A co 
sukset~ of X is sa’id to be a network ab A if ancr only if A 6 U and U 

mplies that A C ill C U for some ch member of !K is 
% is cakd a base ak A. The set A e Colrn ad-&? chamc- 

ter [ 1 ] if and only if there is a countable base at A. The set A is ,said to 
have strongly coura~bk character if and only if there is a countaYe base 
(D,:n~N}atksuchthatD~ C D,, for each nc If :I collection 9I Is a 
network at every { x } for all x E X then ‘52 will be calfed a network jilt 

XL% 

e conditions fundame al for the paper are aefineil here. They all 
e a sequence conditi and can be considered as variations on a 

common theme. They have similarities with seqlience conditions previ- 
sly used in both first-countable cases, e.g., oore spaces, compkte 

. , Frolk’s complle te 
they can be consid- 

5 of countable or&r. 

ets ii: sai 
> if 

x E A E C, there 



The concepts of X-base and base closurewise of countable order were 
and studied in [ 17,20].1Jsing me hods employed in f ? 5,17, 

following proposl.tions may be proved. 

reposition 2.1. A ace has a X-base if &and only ifthere exists 
a monotonically contracting sequence (i&) suCh that: (1) Each Qn is a 
collection of open subsets of X covering X. (2) I[f (C,) is a decreasing se- 
quence such that each c,l~ 9, and is nonempty, then B = n { G: II E N} 
is nonempty and B =( x ) for some x f X; and U open and x E U implies 
that some $C U. 

osition 2.2. A 7+pace X has a base closurewise sa” co!lntable or- 
exists a monotonically contracting sequence 
h is a collection of #open sFJ&sets of X cover- 

sing sequence such that each G,E $j$ and, is 
is nonempty, B == (x ) for some 

U open and x E U implies that some G& U. 

Thus it may be seen that conditions A, and At, are ob- 
conk ;tion of Pro tion 2.1 by repking the point x 

by a ccuntably compact (respect ly, compact) subset of X. A simi 
r ds for co editions PC ;*.nd pb and Proposition 2.2. The termi- 
nology used has its source in thi 5. he letter A iS to est A-base,, a 

s to suggest base closurewise yf WI table ordes. letter c is ‘Ito 
t counr-abl compact and b is to suggest coqxzct (s bico 1 1. 

. 0ne of these extrinsic c 
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orted on in [ ison, a defi 

Hn the compleU:ly regular case, 
space if and only if it satisfies con 

can be used, a space is a 
[211. 

.3. A, implies X, and &, implies 

Examples 2. I. Any ech complete space satisfies h, m 

2.2. Any Hausdorff paracompzi ace satisfies &. 
ition 3.2) satisfies X,. 

ent forms of the 
will be used in t 

ogies kz,.lth ? he 
where it is shown that a regular qme has a monotoni 
base of countable order if and only if it satisfies a co 
Aronszajn [ 41 which is a first courtable analogue of the condition of 
Lemma 2.1. 

-(space. Then in X the condition 
uence ( $&J of collections of 

open sets coverin chnEN,ifxECE $j&, there 



tains y e= _! rtot in any predecessor ofhl. By (H3), IS is a subset of the 
element H’E Byn that containsy. Therefore, H’ does not: precede 

y 1y, +I is the first element of Sre,,, 
that contains y. Therefore, for e n, Hn+l c Hn. Since Hn E s’, it 
foi:0ws that B’ = f7 (G y1 E N) is nonempty countably compxt (com- 
pact) and any open U 3 B’ includes some Hn, By Lemma 5.1, 
B = n ( GtI : PI E N} is nonempty and countably compact (compact) and 
{Gn: HEN) i.a;abaseatB. 

Suppose on the other hand the condition of the lemma is satisfied by 
a sequence (C&J. It may be seen (proof given in 1201) that there exists 
a sequence ( %,) of well-ordered collections of open sets covering X such 
that for each n E N conditions (H i ) and (H2) are satisfied as we11 as the 

lowing modification of (H3: Ifn, k E N2 n < k, and x E X then the 
closure of the first element of ‘!Zk thtit contains x is a subset cif the fiit 
ekment of Yc, doing so. 

Let Q’, denote Sk’, and. for n :> 1 if SY, _ 1 is defined let denote 
thle collection of all sets H PI H’ where H E Vi!, , H’ E 

irz any predecessor of H in 
k 2 n ) s Then ( c&) may be seen 
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is a regular To-space. T 

txEG’andFC G.(2)If(Qisa _- 
such that Gn+r CX,E 9, foralln~PJ,thenB=n{C,,:nEN}is 
countably compact (compact) and if B is nonempty, { Gn : n E N) is a 
base at ~4. 

. The constructions given in the proof of :mma 2.1 will pro- 
for this lemma when obvious modificaltions are made con- 

cernintr the nonemptiness of the sets B and n ce_ 0 ---- ---- 

he following definition resents an analogue oF the concept of uni- 
formly monotonically corn ete mapping introduced in. [ 171. The uni- 
formly X-complete mappings have properties in a non-first-countable 
context analogous to those possessed b niformly monotonicahy com- 

lete mappings in a first countable one extrinsic formulation ap- 
riate to the case of -spaces has also been 

f of a space X into a space Y is said to be 

en sets such that for 



aix is a complete 
exists a normal sequence 

-space if and only if t!lere 
(9&J for the space such that i 

sequence of’ nonempty elolse sets for which there exists a !:e- 
&T,) such th:st for each ra E CL E Cw, and there exists j such 

Un, then fl ( :jEN)+@ 

Suppose X is a regular T&-space satisfying one of the 
C or Xr,. Then X is an open continuous image of a 

the same weight as X which is a subspace of (a product 
I’ X X where I’ is a zero-dihqensional complete metric space (I’ is a closed . 

subspace of a Baire space). If X satisfies h: then Y is a regular T,, com- 
plete M-space. If X satisfies A, then Y is a paracompact: Tech complete 
space. 4 

eorenn 2. Suppose X is a regular TO-space satisfying one of the 
conditions PC or pb . Then X is a uniformly h-complete open contkous 

f a space Y having the same weight as X which is a subspa::e of a 
space IT X X’ where r is a zero-dimensional metric space (iT is a 
of a &ire space). If X satisfies PC then Y is a regular TO M- 

f X satisfies fib then Y is a 7’;! paracompact M-space. 

he 
proofs 

following two theorems are stated but not proved here. 7%~ 
milted elsewhere. 

Suppose X is a regular TO-space sa 
lar TO 0 



oniy if it satisfies X,(X,). 

-space is an ripen contin 
space” (regular TO corn 

TO-space is an open continuou 
aracompact p-space a 3-eguiar TO 

only if it satisfies pj(/!IC). 

A proof of the fdiowing, theorem is contained in a joint wcrk of the 
author and J. . Worrell Jr. [21]. 

7. If a regul 
XcThb,&,or& thenany 
ti0.i. 

ace X satisfies one of the conditions 
age of A’ satisfies the same condi- 

Lemmas 5.1 and 5.2 are simple sta ements useful in the sequel. Lem- 
ma 5.3 is the main lemma. eorem 5.1 is given as an illustration of 

(B,) is a decreasing sequence 



infinite t!his is clear. Let Ck denote i:xi : i 2 k). Suppose there exists, ,k 
such that: B C ‘\ck. Any limit point of C is also a limit point o 
Glee x i:; T, . ‘l? contains no timit point of C then B rC X\Ck. 
some B, C X\i 1 which involves a contradiction. But if x :is a lk2it 
point of C, x E A!\U for 1 n and t Aus x E A\U which is impossible. 
Therefore some A, c U. 

5.1. Suppose X is rj , ll is closed and countably compzxt, 
an is a decreasing sequence such that U open and U :z) B implies 
that some Bk C U. If x, E ~3~ for al! n, then if (x, : n E N) is infinite it 
has a limit point i.n B. 

This foliows directly from the proof of Lemma 5.1. 

5.2. Suppose X is a regular To-space covered by a family of 
cowtabl:y compact closed (compxA$ sets of strongly clotntable charac- 
ter. If W’ is a base for X, then X has a network 2 of countably compact 
closed (compact) sets such that every A E !R has z base ( D, : n E IV) -- 

C D, and D, E W for a%1 E, 
oaf. Suppcse U is open in .Y, x E U, and ckp is a base for X, There 

exists a countably compact clozd (compact) set B of strongly co~ntl~ble 
character which contains x. Let (B, : n E N} ckrwte a base at B such m- 
that for each n, B,,1 c B, o By mduction and the a 
be seen that there exists a sequence (A,) of memb 



cal space and W is a collectiQ 

in addition, each element csf % is countably compact, X is T1 9 and 

each element of I? is decreasing, *&en 
(d) 7fl 1 Y 3s a closed continuous mapping of Y onto l?. 
(e) Y is an M-space. 

sarf.IfrwEK‘,let S((~lyt)= {~)Er:a)=oli,j=l,...,n}.Then 
42 E I? ) is a base for the topolc3gy of r. Le 
polcrgy sf X of minimum cardinality. Fo 

and 1”’ ~2 99 such that V C ey, let D(a[ n; V) denote (S(aul n) X V) n Y. 
11% 9 = (43(&z; V): nEN,aE II’, VE 9,and c a, ) is a base for 

Y. Gk:M-ly 193 1 G 1 I*(weight of X)e HO. Let 8 denote xl I Y and q d+ 

uppze D(llw I n; V) E If x E V there exists B E 92 such that 
C V 6: Q, e By (I’3) there exists cy’ E I’ such that B = r) cui and of = 

andsince&l(a)=(af}Xn~,, 
nal assumptions of thz lemma sugpose 

such that, for each n, ( 



. A regular T0 an open continuous image 0f 8 
spzxe of the same w 

snotedin [13],aregul lace X is a qqzce if and only 
if each point has a sequence (lk) of qerr neighborhoods such that, for -^ 
each II, (7Jn +r C Un and if x, E Un for each n, then if’ *[xn : n E Al) is in- 
finite, it has a limit point. It is easy to see that IT ( Un : n E ii”) is closed 
and countably compact and has { Un : YE E IV) as a base. Suppose 
base for X of minimum cardinality and I? is the collection of seq 
cu:N+cl9suchthat:(l)Fc~eachn,a,+~~ar,.(2)~~ar,iscoun 
compact, nonempty, acd has { @n : n E N) as a base. Then, with the use 
of Lemma 5.2, it follows that I” satisfies (I’1 )--(ES). Thus Lemma 5.3 
implies that X is an open continuous image of a11 M-space Y of the same 
weight as X. Since Y is ia_ subset of the regular TO-space I’ X X the con- 
elusion follows. 

The various cases treated will be designated by the symbols h, 9 Ab , 
PC, f or pb . Since X is assumed to be regular and TO, the forms of the 
basic conditions given in Lemmas 2 s 1 and 2. I! can and will be used. Lzn~ 
ii& 5.3 will also be used and tlhe first part of the proofs will be devoted 

ninai; an appropriate collection I’. In each of the four cases there 
a monotonically contracting sequence ( $$I ) having the te 
rties of the corresponding definition. It miay be seen (1:)s 

0] ) that there exists a sequence (Fw,) o-f jvell-ordered c~ll~c~io:~s 
cogzring X such that for each 



network which contains x such that C c U. 
uence such that {. 

first element of 



covers Y. Suppose (& x) E D!aln; a,). Then (p, x) E D(@n + ‘J ; ,P,.++) C 
D(al f-2; en). Thus (t&) is a monotcnfca!ly contracting sequen: r7, of col- 
lections of open sets covering P’. Suppose x E and Cw,) and (GJ, are 
such that for each n : ( 1) Wn is open. (2) Wrj +1 6 FVn. (3) There exists j 
s-etch that I$$ C Gn. (4) Wn 17 ~p’l (x) # Q). (54 G*+a C G, E ‘gn. Each Cl;n z 
D(a* In; (II:) for some a! n. Let cy, denote ~2. For each n, the first n terms 
~fan are q, . . . . a,. For n = 1) c$ S aI . Asswne the statement for iv. 
Since Gn+r 

s1+1 = 
C G,, it fol:ows that err ‘I = ~7 = q for 1 < i <I K Since 

Or,+1 an +1 the conrkasion follows. Also (4) implies that G, n EQ~~(x] f 
$3 so that x E ‘n ~1,. By (A2) each 5X,‘, containis a first I& that includes 
a term of a[. Clearly x C (‘I .H, _ With the use of condition fl, or ,&, an 
aqgment used in the third paragraph of this proof it follows thalt f7 
is closed and countatjly compact (or compact, depending on casle & 

nd has EkVn : n E N) as a base. Lemma 5 a 1 implies th.at (b cy, is non- 
; ) closed, countably compact (respectively, compact), ar,d has 

Ian l 
l n 1~ N) as a base. Thus a C F and (or, X) E q-1 (x). For each ,i there 

exists (-3,i E I? such that (Pi, X) E Vi n pm1 (x). Suppose ((x, X) E ,?(at~r; V) 
v here V C a!, . There exists j 2 y2 such. that Wk C GE fix all k 2 j. Hence 
P - . - ai for 1 < i G 12. Thus (pk, X) C k)(aln; V) for all k > j. 
that (a, X) E ;“t Wi n p-l(x), so thal ip is uniformly X-complete. 

wish to thank J. 
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